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About This Content

Take NATEM everywhere with Broken Reality's Digital Soundtrack!
This DLC includes both FLAC and MP3 versions of the music featured in the game by wonderful artists such as:

*NxxxxxS
*Death's Dynamic Shroud

*猫 シ Corp
*General Translator

*BROKEN_CANYON
*ライフCYBEREALITY
*Amantes del Futuro

Plus, the original music made for the game by Dynamic Media Triad's composer Raúl Feliz!

========================================
Tracklist (To be updated as more comes)

Amantes del Futuro - Zombies en la Lacandonia
BROKEN_CANYON - Nameless City
BROKEN_CANYON - Stratosphere
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BROKEN_CANYON - Promise
death's dynamic shroud - ℬÆ
General Translator - Departing

General Translator - Back Again
General Translator - HD Memory Projector

General Translator - Ｖｉｒｔｕａｎｉｍｕｓ
猫 シ Corp - 都市フォーラム Consumer [kahvi]

CYBEREALITYライフ - We Own the Streets
CYBEREALITYライフ - (Hope to) See You Again

========================================
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Got a chance to play this early before release and really liked it. Its something unique and new to the battle royale genre and i
know the devs are going to continue to work hard on it and make it run as optimal as possible. The combat system reminded me
alot of WoW which i thought was neat. There is also different armors you can craft that give different status effects so you have
to craft your armor according to which class you will be using or you will get obliterated! I Hope this game picks up because i
think it would be so fun with 100 player lobbies! Definitely check it out!. The game does not work.
All i get is a white screen with background music playing.
There seem to be no support for the game anymore, but it´s still for sale on Steam.. Lactose Free. The game keeps crashing on
loading screens. I haven't made it into the first area due to this. Tech support is nonexistent. The game is literally unplayable.. A
poor attempt at an atmospheric walking simulator. It feels half finished and unpolished .

The Oculus Rift experience was very poor mostly due to the game failing to achieve 75fps even on low quality settings (with a
GTX780).

Not worth it.. Great game!!!!
It was on my wishlist for awhile and then it went on sale this week!!!!
Excellent matching game. The more you play the better you get!!
Nice graphics and runs smoothly.
A great thinking game on the puzzles!
The game includes different game play, modes and timed and untimed play.
For $1.79 it was a great deal!
I highly recommend this game! I wish I bought it sooner!
:-). Soda Dungeon is, essentially, an incremental game. Like Cookie Clicker and Clicker Heroes, the game essentially plays
itself, though I'd say that Soda Dungeon both requires more interaction, and rewards the player more for said interaction.

You start by hiring heroes, equipping them, then sending them to fight monsters in an ever increasing difficulty dungeon. Every
5 levels there's a miniboss, and every 10 there's a boss. Once you reach level 100 (then 200, then 300), you ascend the world,
and gain a new relic, which gives you pretty big bonuses - people who've played Clicker Heroes will recognise what's happening
here. Characters do not level up, instead progression is done through items and leveling relics.

And really, that's all there is to the game. Like Clicker Heroes, it's very simple, with a surprising amount of depth. It's nice to
just have on in the background, checking on it every now and then. Put auto battle on and come back once an hour or so.

The art style is, like the game, simple. There's a decent amount of enemy sprites, that are all pretty well drawn. The animations
are a little too basic for my liking, but that's not a big deal. I'd like a bit more variety\/interesting visuals, but oh well. I really
like the music, but of course it tends to get repetitive after a while.

I only really have small issues with the game. This was a mobile game ported to PC, but no keyboard controls have been added
(would be nice for selecting abilities). Some of the controls are a little awkward because of this, but it's easy to get over it. I'd
also like a bit more control over how the auto battle works.. This is a challenging climbing game. You will really have to plan
your movements out to get to various locations. Game does need a better tutorial. I got stuck on a particular location and have no
idea how to get across. Still, this is a nice challenging game. Sets itself apart from other climbing games by being much cheaper.

Sale Price Rating 6\/10. 'An overpriced TAFE project!!!'

3 Coins at school is all about the real table game known as penny\/coin soccer. The goal is to within 8 shots keep shooting 1 of 3
coins between the other two until you get close enough to shoot one of the coins through your opponents goals. It's a simple time
waster that some play at school or at parties among friends.

In this PC version you can only choose 2 out of the three coins to shoot the goal, which severely limits your possibilities and
there are no novel variations to the game which many have introduced. For instance some place paper cups or items on the table
as defenders and you have to avoid them too. In this game it is the bare essentials in everything. Nothing outstanding which will
really captivate your attention and so after you have passed the game within 5 minutes you will be done with it, if not sooner.
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The game would have been much better if you were to challenge each kid within the class to a game of coin soccer culminating
with an ultimate showdown against clever AI as you take on the teacher, but alas nothing like this is introduced. There is no skill
building, no customisation, and no Easter eggs. It's rather boring.

While this developer http:\/\/www.89amstudio.com\/ is more into web design and showcasing other learned skills, I can't help
but ponder that projects like this MUST surely concern potential customers about his general business practices. Unreasonably
OVER PRICED, practically zero in customer feedback in the forums, unconcerned with customers getting GOOD value for
money in regards to entertainment, must surely hit those alarm bells as to his general work ethics.

In all honesty I probably spent more time and effort in writing this review than he did in game design. Enough said.

While I applaud that he was able to come up with a unique idea, its genuinely humdrum in its implementation. Instead of buying
the game, try the game for yourself against a mate in real life. You will have much more fun. Yes save your three coins for
another Steam game.

Below is the entire game to settle your curiosity...

https:\/\/youtu.be\/cTGAI23J6Xs

If you enjoyed reading this review please subscribe to my curator page. Thanks...

http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/6843548\/. Bought it because of the soundtrack. No regrets.
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Its a dollar. The game is super cool at first but gets boring fast. Much of the game reminds me of a mobile clicker game that you
would play on your phone. I would love to see more simulation features added in the future. For example, it would be great to
expand on what you can do with other companies. As well as do more with the servers. Maybe allow users to own more than one
building at a time so you can have separate offices like a HQ then regional offices. Also during my short gameplay I have found
bugs with the managers not producing what is needed and just letting my workers go idle.

Other things that would be beneficial is refineing the UI a bit as it took time to find where everything is and is difficult to get
some important information. A game that is old that I think you can lean from is SuperPowers 2 or Democracy 3. Sorry if this is
a ton of feadback when I know its a supposed to be a review.

TLDR; I recommend the game its cool but it gets boring quickly.. Edited:
After filing a bug-ticket, the bug was fixed within days. Well done!

As I still have a few issues with this dlc (related to core game design), I still leave it in not-recommended state
----
Original post:
Although the original game sometimes freezes up and drops to desktop, this is the first time I encounter this new bug. I can't but
to wonder if its related to the DLC:

After a few turns on DLC map, the game was not able to end my turn. I was caught in a limbo state and had to Retire to get
anywhere.

However, the map looks good and will provide some new mechanics (if it only worked).. EDIT: The developer has been very
great at updating and tweaking some things that make the game feel a lot more fluid and engaging. It still needs some work, but
for the price I think it is definitely a good purchase and I am hopeful that even more features will be added in the future.

It is generally a good idea and pretty fun. But isn't a finished game. Camera needs work, turn system is incredibly slow and
annoying, balance issues, targeting is fickle, etc. you can't tell how far enemies can move which sucks because placement is very
important. So you want to be outside the enemies range but close enough for your attacks to hit, and you have no real way of
confirming that.. Everything needs to be touched up a bit, but I think it's a good start.

I give this a soft thumbs down, with a little work it could be a neat strategy game.. I have a fair few items in my library. Some I
have played, a lot not even installed. So from now on I will install, and play each item for at least an hour.

These will be my first impressions not full on reviews as an hour is not a great deal of time. So please keep this in mind. Also
keep in mind these are MY impressions I do not expect you all to agree so don\u2019t shoot me.

For me 3DMark is a good little program for checking what your pc can do. That\u2019s it to be honest. Yes when it\u2019s
checking your GPU the videos are great to watch, but once you watched once well you seen it.

The only reason I have over 3hrs on this, is that I left it running while I went out one day.

Do I recommend this hmm tough choice. If you tinker often with your GPU setting etc. than yes it\u2019s a nice looking
program. If you\u2019re not and you just want to see what your GPU can do then no. You will use 2 or 3 times and then like me
you\u2019re happy with your settings that\u2019s it.

So if you can get this at a heavy reduced cost, then get it. If not they are plenty not so pretty programs out there, that do the
same job for free.
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